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Engbers moves into Schultheiss Quartier
Berlin, August 8, 2018 – The men’s fashion company engbers GmbH & Co. KG opens up a new store
in Schultheiss Quartier in October 2018. Schultheiss Quartier is currently build by HGHI Holding GmbH
on the area of the former Schultheiss brewery in Berlin-Mitte (Turmstraße/corner Stromstraße).
In proximity to the anchor tenant Kaufland , the men’s fashion specialist will occupy a total surface of
132 sqm on the ground floor of Schultheiss Quartier. Here, it will present qualitiv and sporty menswear
from shoes to leather jacket.
Schultheiss Quartier, designed by the Berlin architectural office Max Dudler, comprises approx. 100
shops on approx. 25,000 sqm retail space and approx. 15,000 sqm office space. In addition, the
Meininger Hotel opens on approx. 8,500 sqm with approx. 250 rooms. 80 percent of all space has
already been let. Tenants include H&M, New Yorker, Rituals, DM , Berliner Kaffeerösterei, Berliner
Sparkasse, Kaufland, Intersport, Thalia, FitX and MediaMarkt.
With its diversity and a modern as well as unique tenant mix, the Schultheiss Quarter contributes to the
upgrading of the up-and-coming, strongly growing district of Moabit in the Berlin-Mitte district. The
location is only two kilometers away from Berlin Central Station and is optimally connected to public
transport by numerous bus and underground lines. The opening is planned for early summer 2018.
For more information visit us on www.schultheissquartier.de or follow us on instagram
(@schultheiss_quartier) and Facebook (@SchultheissQuartier)
About engbers
The engbers GmbH & Co. KG with the brand engbers is one of the most successful men’s specialists in
the fashion segment. For more than 70 years the family business from Gronau in North RhineWestphalia responsibly puts its heart into one mission: Being a man! With a collection, engbers wants
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to give every man the personal freedom and opportunity to say: Just me! Engbers has the goal to be
the most customer-friendly men’s fashion company in Europe. How to describe engber’s best?
Whether it comes to our staff or our collection: effortless, simple and relieable – that’s engbers. In more
than 300 stores in Germany and Austria with over 1,800 employees and the online store, shopping is
always a special (men-)experience! More information can be found on www.engbers.com and
www.engbers-xxl-com.
About HGHI Holding GmbH
HGHI Holding GmbH is one of the leading real estate project development companies, investors and
building owners in Berlin. The owner-managed company was founded in 2007 and is currently
employing 130 people. The HGHI Group has always been synonymous with the professional support of
large commercial properties, efficient management at the highest level as well as the planning, design
and realisation of great visions. Meanwhile, the real estate specialists can look back on an international
wealth of experience that already includes more than 750,000 sqm of successfully marketed retail,
office and residential space. One of HGHI's largest and best-known projects is tmenhe Mall of Berlin at
Leipziger Platz 12, which is home to approximately 270 shops on 76,000 sqm of retail space. Further
information can be found at www.hghi.de
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